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If you want to discover the captivating history of the Texas Rangers, then keep reading...Free
History BONUS Inside!Before Texas became a state in the United States of America, what
would become the first state law enforcement agency would be formed. For about 150 years,
this group of law enforcement agents has been viewed as both heroes and villains. Often
portrayed in the movies and on TV as the kind of men who stick up for justice or who are the
victims of truly sinister bad guys, the reality was far less black and white.Founded by Stephen F.
Austin in 1823, the Texas Rangers began as a group of volunteers who patrolled the borders
and towns in the Mexican territory. Serving as both protectors of the settlers and police against
criminals within the settlement, the Rangers had a wide range of skills. When they first started,
they were simply ten men, but it grew quickly as more men volunteered. Over time, the number
of American settlers who moved into Texas would outnumber the number of Mexicans. Following
some changes in the way Mexico would govern states and settlements, Texans decided that
they were living under a tyranny instead of a government like they were accustomed to in the
US.In The Texas Rangers: A Captivating Guide to the History of a Law Enforcement Agency
That Has Helped Stop Some of America's Most Infamous Criminals and Their Role in the
Mexican-American War, you will discover topics such asStephen Austin and the Founding of the
Texas RangersGrowing Discontentment in Texas and the War for Texas IndependenceProtecting
New Settlers after the RevolutionDriving the Natives from Their HomesThe Annexation of
TexasThe Mexican-American WarCorruption, Loss of Popularity, Rebuilding and Restoring an
Earlier ImageThe Fence Cutting WarsThe Injustice Perpetrated by the Texas RangersSome of
the More Notable Texas RangersSam BassJohn Wesley HardinThe Assassination AttemptRole
in the Bandit WarTaking Down Bonnie and ClydeThe Murder of Irene GarzaTheir Role TodayAnd
much, much more!So if you want to learn more about the Texas Ranger, scroll up and click the
"add to cart" button!
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became a state in the United States of America, what would become the first state law
enforcement agency would be formed. For about 150 years, this group of law enforcement
agents has been viewed as both heroes and villains. Often portrayed in the movies and on TV as
the kind of men who stick up for justice or who are the victims of truly sinister bad guys, the
reality was far less black and white.Founded by Stephen F. Austin in 1823, the Texas Rangers
began as a group of volunteers who patrolled the borders and towns in the Mexican territory.
Serving as both protectors of the settlers and police against criminals within the settlement, the
Rangers had a wide range of skills. When they first started, they were simply ten men, but it grew
quickly as more men volunteered. Over time, the number of American settlers who moved into
Texas would outnumber the number of Mexicans. Following some changes in the way Mexico
would govern states and settlements, Texans decided that they were living under a tyranny
instead of a government like they were accustomed to in the US. With closer ties to the US than
Mexico, Americans living in Texas would eventually decide that they needed independence from
Mexico, starting the Texas Revolution in 1835. By the end of it, Texas was an independent
nation. It would be a few years before they would decide to become a part of the US,
though.While the Texas Rangers would turn on the Mexicans, it was the Native Americans that
they would treat with utter contempt and cruelty from nearly the beginning. In the early days,
some native peoples did join the Rangers, but after Texas split from Mexico, the hostile attitude
adopted toward the natives made it nearly impossible for any of the Native Americans to
continue to volunteer. Driving the people from their lands so that other Texans could take control
of them, the Rangers were effective and ruthless. Some of this they had been able to master
during the war, particularly the guerilla tactics they used. A six-month campaign joining the
Tonkawas to remove the Comanches (a long-time enemy of the Tonkawas) would prove to be
what launched the Rangers to the forefront of the Texas consciousness as being a more reliable
source of protection. They would increasingly turn to the Rangers, who were less regulated than
other armed forces, over the US military to protect them from perceived threats. As a result of
this reliance on the Rangers, the members of the organization would become far more ruthless
and aggressive in their approach to dealing with anyone they perceived as criminals.In 1874, the
Rangers became an official arm of the law based on legislation passed in Texas. One of their
first official acts was to drive both the Comanche and Kiowa people out of Texas. This made
potential settlers feel that Texas could be the ideal place to settle, as the Texas Rangers had
proven their ability to drive away natives. The Rangers would further make new settlers feel safe
as they kept the peace. However, the methods used to keep that peace were often questionable,
and over time, the people of Texas became less eager to call on the Rangers. Over the years,
the Rangers would be viewed as both heroes and villains, depending on who was leading the
law enforcement agency and what methods the agency used to accomplish their goals.
Sometimes fulfilling their roles earned them scorn, particularly when they captured or killed anti-
heroes who were well-loved by the people. Other times, the Texas Rangers earned scorn
through their cruelty and eagerness to resort to violence. Like much of the rest of the Wild West,



the Texas Rangers have an interesting dichotomy that has earned them a famous and infamous
place in American history.One of the reasons that many people have heard of the Texas
Rangers today (and why they are a popular choice for TV and movie characters) is because of
the role they have played as law enforcement agents. They are nearly as well known as the FBI
and are better known than nearly any other law enforcement agency. Over more than one
hundred years after its formation, they would be responsible for taking down some of the most
infamous Americans, including the romanticized Bonnie and Clyde.Their role in US history is
both solid and liquid; they have been an ever-present force in Texas, even before it was an
American state, but their role has always shifted based on what was needed from them.
Beginning as a militia to protect settlers from Native Americans and themselves (the Rangers
have always fought against criminals), they would evolve into the organization that is often
mentioned in TV and movies. Though their role in history has sometimes been dubious, and
their popularity has been as volatile as the lands that they settled, the Texas Rangers have
largely earned their reputation as peaceful lawmen. No organization is perfect, but today, they
serve a very important role in law enforcement as a part of the Texas Department of Public
Safety. They are called to investigate unsolved crimes, corruption, and shootings involving
officers. Just like in the beginning, they serve many different roles to serve the public
today.Chapter 1 – Stephen Austin and the Founding of the Texas RangersIt is difficult to imagine
the early history of this famous (sometimes infamous) organization. Started by an American who
had settled in Texas following Mexico’s invitation to the Americans to settle the lands, it was
meant to provide the kind of protection that was lacking in settlements outside of US territories
as the Spanish, then the Mexicans, largely left the settlers to protect themselves.The American
who founded the Texas Rangers was Stephen Fuller Austin. Today, he is known as the Father of
Texas, in part because of his role in helping Texas rebel against Mexico but also because of his
dedication to ensuring the settlers who lived in the future US state were safe.The Early Life of
Stephen AustinBorn in southwestern Virginia in 1793, Stephen Fuller Austin was born into a
family of privilege. As the firstborn son, he was expected to take over the family business, which
was in the mining sector. When he was just five years old, his family moved to Missouri. At the
young age of eleven, his parents sent him to live with relatives in Connecticut to get an
education that would prepare him for the future they envisioned for their eldest son. Austin
attended the Bacon Academy, with a focus on English, Latin, Greek, geography, geometry, logic,
rhetoric, and writing. Upon his graduation in 1810, Austin moved to Lexington, Kentucky, to
attend Transylvania University. He earned a certificate from the school in 1810 and returned to
Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.After his return home, Austin would take on a number of different
occupations in addition to working in his family’s business. His time serving in a prominent role in
his family business required additional training, so Austin received an informal education from
his family in how to manage the business. When the US fought in the War of 1812, Austin went
to New Orleans and worked as a shipment lead. During this time, he contracted malaria, a
disease that causes problems for the rest of the sufferer’s life. After this, Austin served as a



militiaman in today’s state of Illinois. Austin would learn to treat the native population terribly, as
the militia’s primary job was in harassing the people whose land the settlers were stealing.Not
content to continue to run his father’s business, Austin ran for a legislative seat in Missouri
during 1815. He was elected and began his service in the Missouri Congress in December of
that year.The family business ended up failing, so the family moved west. Austin’s father, Moses,
loved the open terrain and beauty of the territory. However, he was also heavily in debt. Some
historians say that the move to Spanish Texas was part of a scheme to escape the heavy debt
he had accumulated. Moses could not simply move settlers into the area because it was a part
of another country; as such, permission was required, so he came up with a plan to approach
Governor Antonio Mariá Martínez to allow him to bring settlers into the northern territory of
Mexico. After receiving permission through an agreement that was backed by Spain, Moses, his
family, and other settlers began their trip to the territory around the end of 1820, even as the
Mexican War of Independence raged on. This would come to be a problem the next year when
Mexico won the war, but Moses would not be the one to request permission from Mexico to
settle the lands. This was left to his son, Stephen Austin, because Moses had contracted
pneumonia when he was returning to his family to tell them he had received permission to settle
in the territory. He did not live to see the settlement’s success as he died in 1821. Stephen
Austin went on to complete his father’s wish, though not without considerable effort and
issues.Moses Austin had managed to get a grant to settle up to three hundred Americans on
200,000 acres in the northern Mexican territory. Austin led the settlers to the modern-day Brazos
and Colorado Rivers, reaching the region in late 1821 or early 1822. Settling was hardly their
greatest problem, though, as Spain had lost all claims to the region.Growing Troubles in the
SettlementsThe Mexican War of Independence began in 1810, with a Catholic priest named
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla being the one to call for change. Mexico would finally win its
independence on September 28th, 1821 (not May 5th as many people believe—this is a date
celebrated today because of a victory against the French in 1862). The new country had finally
overcome what they considered to be the oppressive rule of Spain, which started less than fifty
years after the US had broken away from England. Some say that Hidalgo was inspired by the
actions of the French Revolution, though, not the victory of Mexico’s northern neighbor.While
this was good for Mexico, it meant that Austin would need to renegotiate the terms and
conditions for the settlement, which was still in its early days. When Moses had made an
agreement about settling the territory, it had been approved by Spain, and so, Mexico would not
acknowledge the agreement that had been made. Stephen Austin’s time in the Missouri
legislature helped, as he was able to negotiate the continuation of the settlement.However, the
problems were far from over as the new country was in the grip of a power struggle. A Mexican
general named Agustín de Iturbide claimed the title of emperor for himself after the end of the
war, but he ended up being a very unpopular figure because of the extravagant lifestyle he
attempted to lead in a fledgling nation. Mexicans quickly began to back the far more familiar
historical figure to people today, Antonio López de Santa Anna. This inner turmoil was finally



resolved in the spring of 1823 when Iturbide abdicated his throne.Not only did Stephen Austin
have to deal with the volatile situation in Mexico, but he also had to deal with the Native
Americans, who were constantly attacking the settlers, as they had never bothered to try to
negotiate with the Comanche and other native peoples. Trying to see to all of the needs of the
settlers while protecting them from a wide range of threats meant that Austin’s finances were
stretched nearly to the breaking point.In addition to this, Austin was responsible for those who
wanted to immigrate into the land Mexico had allowed them to settle. The Mexican government
did not want too many foreigners populating their lands, but they did not have the bandwidth to
provide any legal assistance or protection to the incoming people. All of the necessities were
instead Austin’s responsibility to fulfill. From creating all of the social infrastructure —from roads
and schools to granaries and sawmills—to law enforcement and land distribution, Austin was
pulled in many different directions in the early years of the settlement.Perhaps the most difficult
position he held was in dealing with the Mexican government, though. Mexico was not able to
help the settlers, but they still expected the settlers to follow Mexican laws. This included a ban
on slavery, something that the settling Americans refused to relinquish. Despite the desire to
keep all people marginally free in Mexico, Austin was able to negotiate for the Americans to keep
their slaves after the Mexican government banned the institution in 1829.However, over time,
many Americans began to feel that the Mexican rule was becoming oppressive. Some wanted to
negotiate new terms, while others wanted to see Texas entirely split from the country and
become its own nation. Austin was in favor of remaining as a part of Mexico.The Growing Need
for Law and Order
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new beginnings, “Good information and read. I'm only giving the book 4 stars because they
strayed off the subject matter a little too much for me. I understand why they went into so much
detail about the Texas War of Independence and the Mexican- American war but I felt it didn't
really tie the Texas Rangers in very well and distracted from the story of the Texas Rangers. The
book would have been 30 pages shorter but more on point.Because some other reviews
seemed to indicate this book was a "hatchet job" on the Texas Rangers I went to some of the
source material and some addition sites to "fact check." Like most people the real extent of my
knowledge of this law enforcement team was limited to a few major events, some John Wayne
movies and Walker Texas Ranger. Based on what I saw on sites like the Bullock Texas State
History Museum in Austin and others, the atrocities noted in the book are well documented.
Some with pictures. The fact the Texas Rangers got off track (very aggressive law enforcement)
for a while doesn't diminish their long noble history , their accomplishments or the bravery of
those that served in the last 200 years any more than what has happened in other military and
law enforcement units. We salute them and their efforts and who didn't want to be like the Texas
Rangers when they were growing up. I detest revisionist history for it's distortions of truth and
the concept of taking events out of the context of the time they occurred but history is history
and if creditable facts are there present them accordingly!”

Book Lover, “The Good and the Bad. This book is an interesting tale of the Texas Rangers and I
don't mean baseball team. These were the men, who brought law and order to the early days of
Texas. Now it doesn't go into great detail about the history of the Rangers, but it doesn't give you
a good picture of them. Now some will read this and think about how great the Rangers were
and other will think how bad they were. But good or bad they are a part of Texas History to this
day. My only problem with this book was the lack of depth in it. Just when I was getting really
interest in the story of the Rangers it would shift to another aspect of them. I hope that at some
future date there will be more from this author on the Texas Rangers. Until then this will just be a
start.”

The book by Captivating History has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 62 people have provided feedback.
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